Cytochemical study of the distribution of RNA and DNA in the synaptonemal complex of guinea-pig and rat spermatocytes.
The distribution of DNA and RNA in the synaptonemal complex and related structures, was studied using high resolution cytochemical methods and in situ hybridization, in guinea pig and rat testis. Serial sectioning demonstrates that frequently the formation of the synaptonemal complex (SC) occurs without a previous development of isolated chromosomal axes. The lateral elements of the forming SC are in continuity with pairs of DNA-containing thin filaments. These chromatin filaments fold in numerous short loops just before incorporating to the lateral elements. Some of these loops are included in the ribbon-like structure of the lateral elements of the mature SC. We propose that these short loops contain the DNA attachment sequences associated with the proteins of the LE. During the formation of the SC one of the two chromatin filaments incorporates at the central surface of the forming lateral element (LE) and the other is located at the external side of the LE. This unexpected distribution does not correspond to the pair of thick filaments previously discerned in structure of the LE. The presence of RNA associated with the DNA-containing thin filaments, as well as with the axial chromatin elements of the forming SC, may be related with the transcription occurring during meiotic prophase, specially during zygotene stage. We propose that RNA is involved in a still uncharacterized process essential for pairing.